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	Building Smart Drones with ESP8266 and Arduino: Build exciting drones by leveraging the capabilities of Arduino and ESP8266, 9781788477512 (1788477510), Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the WiFi chip to build exciting Quadcopters

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn to create a fully functional Drone with Arduino and ESP8266 and their modified versions of hardware.
	
			Enhance your drone's functionalities by implementing smart features.
	
			A project-based guide that will get you developing next-level drones to help you monitor a particular area with mobile-like devices.


	
		Book Description

	
		With the use of drones, DIY projects have taken off. Programmers are rapidly moving from traditional application programming to developing exciting multi-utility projects. This book will teach you to build industry-level drones with Arduino and ESP8266 and their modified versions of hardware.

	
		With this book, you will explore techniques for leveraging the tiny WiFi chip to enhance your drone and control it over a mobile phone. This book will start with teaching you how to solve problems while building your own WiFi controlled Arduino based drone. You will also learn how to build a Quadcopter and a mission critical drone. Moving on you will learn how to build a prototype drone that will be given a mission to complete which it will do it itself. You will also learn to build various exciting projects such as gliding and racing drones. By the end of this book you will learn how to maintain and troubleshoot your drone.

	
		By the end of this book, you will have learned to build drones using ESP8266 and Arduino and leverage their functionalities to the fullest.

	
		What you will learn

		
			Includes a number of projects that utilize different ESP8266 and Arduino capabilities, while interfacing with external hardware
	
			Covers electrical engineering and programming concepts, interfacing with the World through analog and digital sensors, communicating with a computer and other devices, and internet connectivity
	
			Control and fly your quadcopter, taking into account weather conditions
	
			Build a drone that can follow the user wherever he/she goes
	
			Build a mission-control drone and learn how to use it effectively
	
			Maintain your vehicle as much as possible and repair it whenever required


	
		Who This Book Is For

	
		If you are a programmer or a DIY enthusiast and keen to create a fully functional drone with Arduino and ESP8266, then this book is for you. Basic skills in electronics and programming would be beneficial. This book is not for the beginners as it includes lots of ideas not detailed how you can do that. If you are a beginner, then you might get lost here. The prerequisites of the book include a good knowledge of Arduino, electronics, programming in C or C++ and lots of interest in creating things out of nothing.
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The Parenting Skills Treatment Planner (Practice Planners)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
The Bestselling treatment planning system for mental health professionals
The Parenting Skills Treatment Planner provides all the elements necessary to quickly and easily develop formal treatment plans that satisfy the demands of HMOs, managed care companies, third-party payors, and state and federal review agencies.     
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Beginning Perl, 3rd EditionApress, 2010

	Perl was originally written by Larry Wall while he was working at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Labs. Larry is an Internet legend, known not just for Perl, but as the author of the UNIX utilities rn, one of the original Usenet newsreaders, and patch, a tremendously useful tool that takes a list of differences between two files and allows you to...


		

Programming Microsoft ASP.NET MVC (3rd Edition) (Developer Reference)Microsoft Press, 2014

	Develop next-generation web applications with ASP.NET MVC 


	Go deep into the architecture and features of ASP.NET MVC 5, and learn how to build web applications that work well on both the desktop and mobile devices. Web development expert Dino Esposito takes you through the web framework’s Model-View-Controller (MVC)...





	

Dissecting SQL Server Execution PlansGrant Fritchey, 2008

	Every day, out in the various discussion boards devoted to Microsoft SQL Server, the same types of questions come up again and again: Why is this query running slow? Is my index getting used? Why does this query run faster than this query? My response is the same n in each case: have you looked at the execution plan? Execution plans provide a...


		

Understanding Big Data: Analytics for Enterprise Class Hadoop and Streaming DataMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	
		Big Data represents a new era in data exploration and utilization, and IBM is uniquely positioned to help clients navigate this transformation. This book reveals how IBM is leveraging open source Big Data technology, infused with IBM technologies, to deliver a robust, secure, highly available, enterprise-class Big Data platform.
...


		

Visual and Spatial Analysis: Advances in Data Mining, Reasoning, and Problem SolvingSpringer, 2005

	Advanced visual analysis and problem solving has been conducted successfully for millennia. The Pythagorean Theorem was proven using visual means more than 2000 years ago. In the 19th century, John Snow stopped a cholera epidemic in London by proposing that a specific water pump be shut down. He discovered that pump by visually correlating...
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